The goal of this paper is to give an explicit construction of the Fock spaces of the parafermion and the paraboson algebra, for an infinite set of generators. This is equivalent to constructing certain unitary irreducible lowest weight representations of the (infinite rank) Lie algebra so(∞) and of the Lie superalgebra osp(1|∞). A complete solution to the problem is presented, in which the Fock spaces have basis vectors labeled by certain infinite but stable Gelfand-Zetlin patterns, and the transformation of the basis is given explicitly. Alternatively, the basis vectors can be expressed as semi-standard Young tableaux.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parafermions and parabosons [1] were introduced in order to study particle statistics of a more general type than the common Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein statistics. These generalizations have an algebraic formulation in terms of generators and relations [1, 2] . The parafermion operators f ± j , j = 1, 2, . . . (generalizing the statistics of spinor fields), satisfy certain triple commutation relations, see (1) , and it has been known for a long time [3, 4] that the Lie algebra generated by these operators subject to the defining triple relations is an orthogonal Lie algebra. More precisely, for a finite set of parafermions (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) it is the Lie algebra so(2n + 1). In the context of quantum field theory, however, one is mainly interested in the case of an infinite set of parafermions, j ∈ Z + = {1, 2, . . .}. The corresponding parafermion algebra is an infinite rank Lie algebra, often referred to as so(∞).
The paraboson operators b ± j , j = 1, 2, . . . (generalizing the statistics of tensor fields), also satisfy certain triple relations, see (4) , this time however involving anticommutators and commutators. It was therefore logical to look for a connection with Lie superalgebras instead of with Lie algebras. This connection was established in [5] , and the Lie superalgebra generated by a finite set (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) of paraboson operators subject to the defining triple relations is the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra osp(1|2n). For an infinite set of parabosons, the paraboson algebra is an infinite rank Lie superalgebra denoted as osp(1|∞).
The main objects of interest are the unitary lowest weight representations of the relevant algebras with a nondegenerate lowest weight space (i.e. with a unique vacuum). These representations are precisely the so-called Fock spaces of the parafermion or paraboson algebras.
These Fock spaces are characterized by a positive integer p, often referred to as the order of statistics. The Fock spaces W (p) (for parafermions) and V (p) (for parabosons) can be defined in many ways, and one of the standard methods is due to Green and known as Green's ansatz [1, 2] . Due to computational difficulties, Green's ansatz has actually not lead to an explicit construction of the Fock spaces. An explicit construction of the parafermion or paraboson Fock spaces was not known until recently (by an explicit construction is meant: giving a complete orthogonal basis of the Fock space and the explicit action of the parafermion or paraboson operators on these basis vectors). For the case of a finite set of parafermions, this explicit construction was given in [6] , and for a finite set of parabosons in [7] .
In the present paper, we extend the results of [6, 7] to the case of an infinite set of generators. This is not trivial, as the transition from finite rank algebras to infinite rank algebras gives rise to some complications.
II. THE PARAFERMION AND PARABOSON ALGEBRAS
We define a Lie algebra and a Lie superalgebra by means of a set of generators and a set of relations. In both cases, the set of generators is an infinite set.
Definition 1 Let g = so(∞) be the (complex) Lie algebra with generators {f
where j, k, l ∈ Z + and η, ǫ, ξ ∈ {+, −} (to be interpreted as +1 and −1 in the algebraic expressions ǫ − ξ and ǫ − η).
The relations (1) are the defining triple relations for a system of parafermions [1] , which is why g is often called the parafermion algebra. For a finite set of such generators (j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) and the corresponding relations, this Lie algebra is the orthogonal Lie algebra so(2n + 1), see [3, 4, 6] . This explains the notation so(∞) for n = ∞.
Using the defining relations (1), it is easy to give a basis of g:
So, as a vector space, g consist of all finite linear combinations of the elements (2) with complex coefficients. Consider now the elements h j =
and the subspace h of g spanned by these elements. This is the Cartan subalgebra of g.
Let h
* be the vector space dual to h, with dual basis {ǫ j |j ∈ Z + } defined by ǫ j (h k ) = δ jk .
All the elements from (2) are root vectors x α of g, in the sense that [h j , x α ] = α(h j )x α for all j ∈ Z + , for some α ∈ h * . The roots α corresponding to the elements (2) are given by
The set of nonzero roots is thus ∆ = {±ǫ j , sometimes also referred to as "the Lie algebra B ∞ ".
For us, it will be useful to have the parafermion creation operators as positive root vectors, and the annihilation operators as negative root vectors. So we define the set of positive roots as ∆ + = {ǫ j , (ǫ j + ǫ k ) (j < k), ǫ j − ǫ k (j < k)} and ∆ − , the opposite set, as the set of negative roots. With n + (resp. n − ) defined as the subalgebra spanned by the positive (resp. negative) root vectors, g has the usual triangular decomposition g = n − ⊕ h ⊕ n + . Note, however, that with the current choice of ∆ + it is not possible to give a set of simple roots.
Now we shall define a closely related algebra g, which is however a Lie superalgebra [9] rather than a Lie algebra. So this second algebra has a Z 2 -grading, g = g0 ⊕ g1, g0 being the even elements and g1 being the odd elements, with the usual "supercommutation relation"
(which is, in particular, an anticommutator {·, ·} when both elements are odd).
Definition 2 Let g = osp(1|∞) be the (complex) Lie superalgebra with odd generators
The relations (4) are the defining triple relations for a system of parabosons [1] , and g is often called the paraboson algebra. For a finite set of such generators (j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) and the corresponding relations, the resulting Lie superalgebra is the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra osp(1|2n), see [5, 7] .
Once again, using the defining relations (4), one finds a basis of g:
In fact, g1 is spanned by the elements b ± j (j ∈ Z + ), and g0 by the remaining elements of (5). Let us define the (even) elements
and the (even) subspace h of g spanned by these elements. One can again verify that h is a Cartan subalgebra of g. The dual vector space h * is defined as before, with dual basis {ǫ j |j ∈ Z + }. All elements from (5) are root vectors x α of g, for some α ∈ h * . The roots α corresponding to the elements (5) are given by the same set (3). This time, the set of nonzero roots is Z 2 -graded, and one speaks of the even roots ∆ 0 = {±(ǫ j + ǫ k ) (j < k), ǫ j − ǫ k (j = k)} and the odd roots
. The set of positive roots is defined as before, and the odd and even positive roots are, resp.
The opposite set ∆ − is the set of negative roots, and g has a triangular decomposition.
III. GZ-PATTERNS, PARTITIONS AND YOUNG TABLEAUX
Let us define infinite GZ-patterns, inspired by Gelfand-Zetlin patterns for u(n) [10] .
Definition 3 A GZ-pattern |m) is an infinite table or triangular array of nonnegative integers m ij (i, j ∈ Z + , i ≤ j), arranged as follows:
such that the integer entries satisfy the following betweenness conditions
(for all i ≤ j).
As already indicated in (6), we will denote the rows of |m) n as an infinite sequence by adding zeros to the finite sequence.
The infinite GZ-patterns that are relevant for us are those that stabilize after a number of rows, counting from the bottom.
Definition 4 A GZ-pattern |m) is stable if there exists a row index N ∈ Z + such that
In such a case, one also says that |m) is stable with respect to row N .
Note that, in order to speak of equal rows as in (8) 
Sometimes it will be useful to consider just the pattern consisting of the first n rows of |m)
only. We denote this by
and shall refer to it as a u(n) GZ-pattern, as it coincides with the patterns in the common GZ-basis of u(n) [10] .
Let us also collect some notation on partitions and tableaux, following Macdonald [11] .
A partition λ is a (finite or infinite) sequence λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . .) of non-negative integers in decreasing order, λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · , containing only finitely many non-zero terms. The Young diagram of a partition λ is the set of left-adjusted rows of squares with λ i squares (or boxes)
in the ith row, reading now from top to bottom. For example, the Young diagram F λ of λ = (5, 3, 1, 1) is given by
Definition 5 A semi-standard Young tableau (SSYT) of shape λ, with λ a partition, is a numbering of the boxes of the Young diagram of λ such that the numbers increase strictly down each column and increase weakly along each row.
For example, for λ = (5, 3, 1, 1), the following is a SSYT:
There is a natural bijection between stable GZ-patterns and semi-standard Young tableaux.
To see this, note that the rows [m]
i of a GZ-pattern can be viewed as a sequence of partitions
this last condition is due to (7) . Then the corresponding semi-standard tableau is obtained by 
Conversely, each semi-standard Young tableau leads to a stable GZ-pattern by reversing the above process. For example, the tableau (12) yields the following stable GZ-pattern:
The correspondence between |m) and T can be described in another way: m ij is equal to the number of entries ≤ j in row i of the Young tableau T .
IV. PARAFERMION AND PARABOSON FOCK SPACES
In [2] , the parafermion Fock space W (p) of order p is defined, for any positive integer p.
It is the Hilbert space with unique vacuum vector |0 , defined by means of (j, k = 1, 2, . . .)
and by irreducibility under the action of the Lie algebra generated by the elements f 1, 2 , . . .), subject to (1), i.e. the Lie algebra so(∞). In (15), A † is the Hermitian adjoint of the operator A with respect to the inner product in the representation space W (p).
Following the common terminology, such representations W (p) are called unitary.
Note that for a finite number of parafermion generators f 1, 2 , . . . , n), the corresponding Fock space W (p) is a finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representation of the Lie algebra so(2n + 1). The structure of W (p), and in particular the parafermion operator actions in an appropriate orthogonal basis of W (p), has been determined in [6] . 
where these matrix elements are related by (m|f • For n < j, the rows of |m) and |m ′ ) are the same:
• For n ≥ j, the rows of |m) and |m ′ ) differ by 1 for one entry only. More precisely,
n is the same sequence as [m] n , apart from the fact that one entry (say, at position n ) has been increased by 1. So for each n ≥ j, there is a unique index denoted by n , with n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, such that m ′ n ,n = m n ,n + 1 and m
The explicit expression of the matrix element (m ′ |f + j |m) is deduced from that of the finite rank case. Let us assume that |m) is stable with respect to row N . For j ≤ N , one has 1N , m 2N , . . . , m N N ) . (18) In the right hand side of (18), the first factor is a u(N ) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (CGC) [12] , of which the expression will be given soon, and
given by (see [6, Prop. 4 
for k even, and by
for k odd, where 1 ≤ k ≤ N . Herein E and O are the even and odd functions defined by E j = 1 if j is even and 0 otherwise; O j = 1 if j is odd and 0 otherwise. Also, note that a product such as N j =k=1 means "the product over all j-values running from 1 to N , but excluding j = k". The notation ⌊a⌋ (resp. ⌈a⌉) refers to the floor (resp. ceiling) of a, i.e. the largest integer not exceeding a (resp. the smallest integer greater than or equal to a).
The u(N ) CGC in (18) (i.e. the first factor of the right hand side of (18)) is given by (see [12] 
where, as usual, l ij = m ij − i and S(k, r) = 1 for k ≤ r and S(k, r) = −1 for k > r .
Secondly, for j > N , take j as the stable index for |m) and apply again (18) (clearly, if |m) is stable with respect to N , then it is also stable with respect to j > N ).
After this rather technical summary, let us state the main result. For details of the proof, see [13] . Because of the correspondence described in the previous section, this can also be stated as
The actual coefficients in front of the tableaux follow from (18). So in this way one has an action of parafermion operators f ± i (i = 1, 2, . . .) on semi-standard Young tableaux of width at most p, which corresponds to an irreducible representation of so(∞).
Let us also give a simpler example, namely the action of the operators f ± i on tableaux with only one entry. First of all, note that
Then, one finds:
The case of the paraboson algebra Fock space is similar. We shall describe only partially the results; for more details see [13] . The paraboson Fock space V (p) of order p, with p any positive integer, is the Hilbert space with unique vacuum vector |0 , defined by means of
and by irreducibility under the action of the Lie superalgebra osp(1|∞). For a finite number of paraboson operators b
. . , n), the corresponding Fock space V (p) is an infinite dimensional irreducible unitary representation of the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2n), which has been studied in detail in [7] . For the infinite rank case, a basis of V (p) consists of all stable GZ-patterns |m) with m ij = 0 whenever i > p. In other words, the GZpatterns have only p columns, the rest of the columns consisting of zeros only. This basis is orthogonal. The action of the osp(1|∞) generators b ± j on the basis vectors |m) is given by
where these matrix elements are related by (m|b 
We can now state: The situation is similar to the action of the parafermion generators. The coefficients in front of the tableaux however, are different. They take into account that the height of the tableaux appearing in the right hand side does not exceed p.
